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SAN FRANCISCO AP) Mayor Joseph Alioto canceled 
his  campaign ap-
pearance at SJSU yesterday to report
 on the breaking Zebra case. 
Speaking at a 
press conference in his office, Alioto 
said
 police have arrested 
seven Blacks in the Zebra street killings 
allegedly carried out by a Black group 
"dedicated to the murder 
and  mutilation of Whites and 
dissident  Blacks." 
The
 police
 have pierced the veil of a vicious ring
 of murderers called the Death 
Angels," Alioto told a news conference.
 "The Death Angels is a kind of 
reverse Ku 
Klux Klan," he 
said.  
The Zebra street 
killers  have murdered 12 Whites and 
wounded six others here in 
random and unprovoked 
attacks over six months. Alioto has said the
 Zebra killings 
are related to as many as 80 
murders
 throughout California. 
The mayor 
said:  "Nearly 80 california murderous 
assaults,
 principally in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Alameda and Sacramento
 counties between September of 
1970 to date,
 have been characterized by the Death Angel pattern of 
operations  - 
that is, unprovoked attacks involving 










By Lee Fuller 
and Lee Smaus 
Results of this 
week's
 A.S. elections 
indicate  the 
"political






 ticket and 
John
 Rico's New 
Energy





 into office. 
News Analysis 
Apparently this 
will hold true no matter how the runoff between Rico and Hansen 
turns out next week. 
Rico, with 
his running mates Rich Thawley, vice presidential candidate, and 
Dorothy Webster, treasurer candidate, picked up 1,214
 votes. The New Energy 
slate 
drew  heavily on athletics boosters, fraternity people and dorm students. 
Hansen, Bill Clarkson 
and Nancy Baker were 
expected  to gather major 
support 
from the dorms,




 part of the dorm 




took the largest number of votes
 with a non-issuethat students 
should 
have more say in student 
government.  This would be 
determined,
 he said, through 
an independent poll 
of
 6,000 to 8,000 students. 
Students
 have obviously 
indicated through 









Hansen's  major problem was a 
lackluster
 
campaign  that did not evoke 
as much 
student  interest 
as
 he expected.  The
 issues were 
there -the answers 
were  not. 
Both 
Hansen  and Rico, however, 
drew heavily on the backlash
 against the Third 
World Coalition )TWC
 ) that has also 
changed the appearance
 of next year's 
council. The Hansen 
ticket
 and New Energy 
ticket  both courted and 
won the 
"White middle class
 vote," the biggest block
 on campus. 
Candidate David 
Pacheco,  who went into the election 
with
 the best odds, was 
sucked into 
the  backlash. Pacheco expected a big 
turnout based on his experience 
as A.S. treasurer this year. 
Pacheco, closely allied philosophically 
with  the TWC, needed the complete 
support of minorities, foreign 
students and whatever remains of A.S.
 President 
Rudi Leonardi's
 supporters to make the 
presidential
 spot. 
However, the New 
Communique  ticket split up Pacheco's supporters and 
picked  
up a sizable 
chunk  of his constituency. New 
Communique's
 Tom Alvarado, David 
Piper and Bill Brown 
gathered
 595 votes. 
The TWC 
backlash
 was most evident in the council 
election.  The University 
Students  Party -Students on Campus( 
USP-SOC)  alliance gathered nine of 
the 20 
council seats available,
 leaving the TWC with 
only five. 
But the 
TWC can count on help from its close
 ally, the Progressive Slate, which 
picked up three seats on the 
USP-SOC-dominated  council. 
The political leanings of next 




The three independent winners,
 led by returning veteran Andy
 McDonald, will 
provide the pivotal
 votes in any party 
clashes.  
McDonald, an A.S. councilman 
this
 year, has worked closely with 
presidential  
candidate  John 
Rico. 
John Banks, better
 known as "Captain 




 are largely 
uncommitted  as 
yet..  
Rico would find better
 chances than Hansen
 for his programs 
next year, with 
McDonald there
 to sway the 
USP-SOC  block 
on
 council. 
Hansen on the other
 hand, would face 
the  wrath of the 
powerful
 McDonald, if 
McDonald's 
favorite son 
goes  down to 
defeat  next week. 
mutilation  by heavy -bladed 
weapons committed by 
neatly dressed young 
Black 
men." 
Alioto  said the Death Angels are
 fanatical believers in Black 
separatism and 
train young 




 and other forms of mayhem 
bring special credit from the 
organization for the killers. 
Hitchhikers  are a particular prey," 
Alioto  said. 
The mayor said 
the Death Angels, who use wings 
as an insignia, "literally earn 
their  promotions upon presentation 
of










based  on 
muddled 
aberrations clearly
 outside the mainstream of Islamic
 religions," Alioto said. 
"In 
my opinion, it represents as much a 
potential  threat to Blacks as Whites." 
The mayor also said members 
usually are characterized by a 
neat  appearance 
and purport to 
live by a puritanical code of moral conduct. 
"The local group
 is a division of a larger 
organization
 dedicated to the murder 
and mutiliation 




 of killings is by 
ran-
dom street shooting or hacking to death with a machete,
 cleaver or knive. Alioto 
said." 
He said police believe the 
national leader of the 
Death  Angels is 
outside of 
California 
and  determines 
promotions  for local 
divisions. 
Chief of 
Inspectors  Charles 
Bares identified the arrested
 men as J.C. Simon,
 29, 
Larry Green, 22, 
Dwight  Stallings, 28, 
Thomas  Manney, 31, 
Manuel  Moore, 23, 
Edgar  Burton,




All were booked 
on charges of 
conspiracy
 to commit 
murder,  Bares said. 
Simon, Green and Moore 
also were booked for murder. Simon also was booked 
for investigation of assault with
 a deadly weapon and robbery, while Green was 
charged with kidnapping, robbery and assault,
 Bares said. 
He said the robbery charges were 
related  
to
 the fatal 
shooting  of a San
 Francisco 

















SJSU student Mitch 
Santos sat at 
the edge of 
the fountain, running his 
bare feet over its cobblestone bottom. 
Had he been doing the same 
thing a 
year ago, he 
could have found a 
welcome relief from the summer sun 
by splashing 
around
 in its cool waters. 
Today,
 Santos, and dozens of others 
who hang around the fountain every 
week to soak up the sunshine, remains 
"high and dry." 
The fountain hasn't
 been running 
since September
 and probably won't 
be running in the near future, ac-
cording to 
Byron Bollinger, 
superintendent  of Buildings 
and 
Grounds at SJSU. 
"All I'm 
doing  is following 
orders  
from
 Governor Ronald 
Reagan's  
office,"
 Bollinger said. 
"As it looks 










letter to SJSU 



















 lighting and 
other "non-
essential" energy 
users  on campus 
have since 




units  in the drinking 
fountains and 
the fountains out
 on the 
grassy 













 "But we save 
in other ways." 
When  the fountain 
was
 in operation, 
it 
used  to take one 
maintenance 
man  
at least a 
half  a day each 
week to 
drain
 and clean the 
fountain. 
"It had to 
be
 drained at least












 hairs, dead 
fish  and all 
sorts 
of things that 
would get caught
 
in the pumps." 
Although 











would  like 
to
 
see it back 
in operation. 
"I'd sure like to wade 
in it right 
now," said Mary 
Graydon, sitting 
about 20 yards 
from the fountain. "Of 
course, if it's helping to save energy,
 I 
guess turning it off is 
O.K." 
"Sure I'd have my feet 
in
 it right 







Others around campus see the 
fountain as 





an institution on 
campus," Frank
 Avila said while 
staring
 at the round hole in the 
ground. "People used to 
come here 
when the fountain was working to eat, 
study, or just talk
 with other people." 
"It just doesn't look the same 
without water," said Santos sitting 
on 
the edge of the dried up fountain. 
"And I don't think Reagan's 
argument,  is a valid one

















Next year's A.S. budget 
was expected 
to be approved and delivered to SJSU 
President
 John H. 
Bunzel  last night
 




 met all afternoon and 
evening in an attempt to meet the
 
budget deadline of midnight 
last night. 
Final 
approval  of the total budget of 
$460,000  was delayed by lengthy debate 
over the funding of two 
programs,  the 
Education 
Opportunity  Program 
(EOP)
 and 



































Council  race, 
but 
two 




winners  were the top 
vote getters.
 




Union and the Farm
-
worker's




 votes, while 
Jeanette Wilkinson,
 Birth Control 
Clinic volunteer
 took 865 votes.
 
The other two 



























 because of a 
computer 
foul-up,  USP-SOC 
candidate  
San  Engel, incumbent A.S. 
councilman,  
took more votes than 
the rest of his 







Rich Owens with 
750 votes and 












 the A.S. 
president,  
received 




in a $10,000 allocation for EOP 
and ( at 
Spartan Daily press time) an unknown 
allotment for Sedition. 
The funding of Sedition was 
the last 
item to be debated as the 
members of  
the USP-led voting block sought to fund 
the paper at $3,500 rather
 than $4,000. 
At
 10 p.m. the discussion over the $500 
difference was still continuing. 
"I'm determined to 
meet the 
deadline," said Rudi
 Leonardi, A.S. 
president.
 According to Leonardi, the 
council was 
being  held up by a dif-
ference in "principals." 
"This has 
been a give-and-take 
session on everybody's 
part," Leonardi 
said. "And
 nobody really wants to give 




councilman, Arturo Quesada led the 
fight to fund EOP at the $10,000 level 
rather than at $8,000, as was suggested. 
Almost lost in the shuffle was the 
men's Intercollegiate Athletic 
department. The budget committee 
had 
earlier cut the athletic request to 
$64,000 and the council 















yesterday  his office 
has "no clear 







 to 73 apparently
 unprovoked 
slayings
 in California 
since 1970. 
"We
 have no evidence to 
indicate  that 
those responsible for






outside  the Bay 
Area,"




conceded  his 
office
 still was 
investigating
 and had not 
yet viewed all 
evidence












in the past six 
months. 
Younger 




 Sunday night 
with Alioto and
 local police officials.
 
"We learned things









that the reported 







By Valarie McInroy 
This year's voter turnout was sub-
stantially greater than last year's A.S. 
elections. Nearly 1,500




Out of a possible 26,779 votes, 3,997
 
SJSU students cast 
votes  during this 
week's election. 
"I'm pleased that 
voter turnout 
improved over last year," said A.S. 
Adviser  Louie Barozzi. 
Barozzi 
cited the number of executive 
slates running and the "possible con-
troversy over funding of athletics" as 
the reasons for increased
 student 
participation. 
A run-off election will be held for the 
executive positions and the office of 
attorney general, because no slate or 
candidate received 51 per 
cent of the 
votes, according to Carole Matthews, 
chairwoman of the election board. 
The run-off will be held next Monday 
and  Tuesday to comply with the A.S. 
Constitution which requires the run-off 
to be held within five days of the 
general election, according to Mat-
thews. 
The
 New Energy Ticket and the 
Hansen Ticket will face off for the 
executive positions in the run-off. John 
Rico's New Energy ticket received 
1,214 or 30.37 per cent of the 
votes cast 
for executive slates. Bob Hansen's 
ticket tallied 995 or 24.89 per cent of the 
votes. 
Tony Guerrero and Mike Roberts will 
vie for the position of attorney 
general 
in the run-off. Guerrero led the general 
election
 with 951 or 31.96 per cent of the 
votes. Roberts fielded 802 or 26.95 per 
cent of the votes cast. 
Matthews said a "very 
minimum of 
mistakes were made at the booths." 
She said at one booth a 
few lower 
division students received upper 
division ballots, but that was quickly 
corrected.  
As of press
 time yesterday, no one 




The Election Board will meet Friday 
at 3:30 p.m. to decide if the results of 
the election should stand. Until then 
none
 of the results are official, ex-
plained
 Barozzi. 
Candidates have until this evening to 
file for invalidation of the election, 
according to Barozzi. 
If the election is 
contested, the 
election board will hear any arguments 
Friday.
 If the board decides the 
complaints are serious, the question of 
election validity will be turned over to 
the A.S. 
Judiciary. 
Matthews said if that happens, the 
judiciary would meet to consider the 





























council  and 
only three 
students 
filed  as 
candidates.  
Barozzi said he doubts the two top 
discussed.  However, he 
stressed,
 "I've write-in vote
 gathersers will be 
indicated we have no 
evidence 
of a 
















Four sophomore nursing students 
have filed a class 
action
 suit to stop the 
retroactive application of new nursing 
program admission criteria to con-
tinuing students, according 
to Judy 
Zenner, one of the students. 
Zenner claims the new supplemental
 
admissions criteria (SAC) shouldn't be 
applied to nursing 
majors who at,surned 











trying  to 
enter
 






 by an executive 
order













 requirements, and 
have 
received a 2.3 cumulative grade point 
average in prerequisite 
nursing classes 
before 
admission  to Level I. 
A previous requirement was for a 2.0 
grade
























 to feed 
off the 
marrow 


































Fo7 the last two
 years SJSU has 
also 












President  John 
H. Bunzel's 
adament








But  now, with the adoption 
of
 the 
80-20 interim policy, 
women  and 
minorities are 
once  more being 
offered 
the leftover scraps. 
Because the steady state policy 
is designed to 
adjust  an increasing 
faculty to a predicted decline in 
student enrollment, it places 
restrictions
 on the 
number  of 
tenured and probationary per-
sonnel. 
To ensure flexibility in the event 








wording  of 
referendum  No. 3 
on this 






















 down the 
question 
of intergration of the
 birth 
control







that the majority of those students
 
voting prefer a gynecologist over a 
general practitioner 
as the ad-
ministrator of birth control in-
formation and services. 
However, is the basis of the 





is written to inform 
the many friends and 
acquain-
tances 
of the passing of a SJSU 
student. 
James
 A. Muff, 26, a senior 
Art 
major, 
passed away on April 6, 
1974. A San Jose 
auto
 accident, in 
mid -afternoon
 on April 5, 
resulted  
in the injuries that 
claimed his life. 
The 
cause of the accident is 
under 





us fortunate enough to 
be able to call Jim a friend, will 
remember him as a 
happy, warm 
and 
kind human being. 
Always  
ready with 
a burst of laughter or a 

























If the Health Center hires 
gynecologists
 to provide these 
services 
will
 students be satisfied? 
Or, are students asking that the 
two
-evening
 clinic be maintained 
as it is now? 
We don't think the referendum 
tells us. More 
importantly,  we 
doubt President
 John H. Bunzel or 
Dean 
of
 Student Servides Robert 
Saseen will see the referendum 
as 
clear indication that
 students want 
the current night clinic maintained
 
as it is now;
 if that is what we 
really  want. 
Valerie
 Manroy 
temporary status are hired on a 
year-to-year  basis for two years 
only. At that time they are forced 
to move on unless "rare
 and 
compelling circumstances" 
warrant an additional year. 
It is at this point that women and 
minority faculty 
members begin to 
squirm.
 






guidelines were being adopted,
 
concurrent freeze was 
placed on all 
permanent
 faculty appointments. 
The subsequent result was that 
most women and minorities 
brought in were given temporary 
status. 
What this means is that Instead 
of women and 
minorities  finally 
attaining a proportionate 
representation in the university, 
they are once 
more  relegated to the 
lowest rungs of the 
career  ladder




 this condition, 
California state college policy 
stipulates that no person
 on tem-
porary status may serve on any 
policy -making committee  or vote 
on 
personnel
 matters. A convenient 
Catch  22. 
The end 
result is a roving force of 










more  donkey -carrot 
story. But then 
vegetables are 
better than nothing. 




many lasting friendships. 
Jim's
 passing is a great
 loss to all 
of us; 
but, he will not 
be forgotten. 
His 
spirit  will always 
live on in the 
hearts and 
minds  of those 












I would like to publicly express 
the
 fact that I am adamantly 
dissatisfied with the butchered 
version of the article that I wrote
 
which appeared on April 24th 
and  
25th in the Mano A Mano column. 
Not only was it 
censored beyond 
recognition, but in the context it 
was presented the entire meaning 
Contrary
 to 


























































































cent  in 






















Dr. Sasseen, your faculty dean, 
has 
himself  admitted that my 
department,  school and students 
want me around. The question is, 
Why shouldn't
 I be? 
Because of the secrecy 
surrounding
 my firing, the March 
22, Spartan Daily stated 
"There 
that I wished to 
convey  was lost. 
The original 
essay  that was 
presented
 to Mr. Cardenas 
con-
tained positive 
as well as negative
 
viewpoints along 
with  personal 
emotions
 I wished to 
express.  
The 
distorted  version that ap-
peared in your paper
 was edited to 
the extent
 that I am ashamed
 of 
having my name 
on it, and for that 
reason I wish 
to congratulate you, 
Mr. Cardenas and any 
other self-
appointed
 censors for a job 
well 
slaughtered. 
Furthermore, yesterday I at -t 
tempted to deliver this letter but; 
failed to find an editor. Last 
night I 
was exposed to  the 
one response to 
the column which appeared on 
Friday April the 26. Mr. Hellman 
seems  to be another one of those 
hopeless souls whom the 
educational
 system has 
miseducated, not 
only
 of the 
Chicano 





well  be hidden com-
plications that 
have
 not been and 







































































 then my 
political  or 
conservation
 ac-
tivities  are 







 to be 
held ac-
countable  for 
your actions
 in my 
case.
 You are




 to move in 
an 
orbit  that 
is beyond
 ac-
countability  to 
anyone.  But 
wouldn't  you 























I had to take  the opportunity to 
write  in response to the editorial 
that 
appeared on the May 1, 
editorial page by 
Janet  Parker. 
First  let me make some 
clarifications:
 
 The court 
date has been 
postponed until May 9 at 9 a.m.
 
because the defendants 
(chan-
cellor, 
Bunzel,  Whitlock, et al) 
needed more time. 
 Before March
 of this year, we 
American 
historical  process. 
Not  
to 
mention  the fact that an English 
senior could produce
 such confused 
jiberish. Maybe a 
less butchered 
version 
of my work would have 
educated 
him  and others to 
the 
point where I might have received 
a more sophisticated response. 
Arturo 






 to Mr. Berkowitz's 
rebuttal to my earlier 
letter to the 
Spartan Daily: "I 
call  'em how I 
see 'em! Don't you?" 
We welcome Mr. Berkowitz's 
application  to the Marketing 
Department. 
Those who can put 
together a 
sentence  are rare. 
Edward J. Laurie, 
Chairman, Marketing 
an employee he fires why this 
employee is being fired? 




firing of me are 
too 
embarrassing for you to 
mention in public. Perhaps it is 
you who have done 
the 
"something 
terribly  wrong." 
Perhaps 
you are afraid that if you 
told the complete truth about 
your  
actions, you would find
 yourself 




One thing is clear: 
A 
professional administrator has 
both the guts and integrity to tell 
the person he fires the reasons 
why.  
I am inviting you, John Bunzel, 
to step out from under the 
midiskirts of university
 policy 
and immediately provide me with 
an official, personally -signed 
letter, itemizing the reasons for
 
my firing. If 
you are not man 
enough to do this, then in my 
opinion you are not man enough to 
be 
President  of this university
 
and 
should  resign at once. 
Dr. Peter B. 
Venuto  
Asst. 




 majors. I can 
personally 
speak  to this issue because I have 
been
 receiving a 
nursing 
scholarship and loan 
for  the past 
two years. As far as 
the Financial 
Aids Office was concerned,
 as long 
as I was accepted
 into the nursing 
program,
 I was a nursing major. 
As of now, since my status has 
changed 
to
 "pre-nursing," I have 
been
 informed that if I 
am
 not 
enrolled as a nursing 
student in 
clinical work next 
fall, I cannot 
receive a 
nursing  scholarship-loan. 
 I do agree with  Ms. Parker 
that the 2.3 GPA in the
 prerequisite 
is fair but this
 is not our issue. 
Our 





 retroactive for 
the  fall of 
1974 
because




 to repeat 
D or 




There are about 50 "pre
-
nursing" 
students  affected by this 
new criteria. Many of us have 
overall GPA's of a good 
B,
 yet our 
overall GPA's are being 
overlooked.
 
I do not feel that 
one's  GPA is 
any reflection on 
one's  capability 
of entering 
a "highly skilled" 
profession such as nurshing. In 
order to be a good nurse, one 
should also 
have  the ability to 
communicate with all types of 
people, follow directions, possess 
leadership qualities, be able to 


















professional  incentive 




 by this 
statement 
for the following 
reasons: 
 I have 
struggled for the 
past 
three
 years, going 
to school full 
time and 
working  40 hours
 a week 
at one point 














prepatory  courses do 
not rank
 with most 
middle  or upper 
middle 
class  school districts or 
private
 schools; 
yet  we still made 
it to SJSU







 GPA's should 
be 
strived
 for, but this factor 
alone  
should not 
be the determining 
factor about 





I feel that the SJSU ad-
ministration has the responsibility
 
to notify 
students  of program 
changes




brought about. I have 
seen copies 




 8, 1973 notifying 
the 
SJSU  administration of the SAC 
requirements
 and stating that 
the 
pre -nursing students
 should be 
notified 
no
 later than Feb. 
1, 1974! 
We should 
not  be penalized 
because
 of the 
lack of 
com-
munication between the 
dean's 
office the 

































































 no stage of faculty com-
mittee or administrative review
 
of his qualifications has there 
been evidence that 
recom-
mendations and decisions in his 
case have been made 
capriciously or arbitrarily. The 
grievance committee, which 
heard and considered the 
evidence presented
 by Dr. Venuto 
in support of his grievance, 
found  
no basis
 for a conclusion that the 
decision to deny 
tenure  was in any 






statements,  Dr. Venuto 
has been 





 was so 
ad-
vised 
orally  in discussions he 
had 















 for the record. 
The 
decision  to deny tenure
 was 
in no 
way influenced by Dr. 
Venuto's off
-campus
 political or 
conservation activities. In 
fact,  
no one inside of 
the  university has 
ever approached
 me, either 





should be taken into con-
sideration. Indeed, in all of the 
many allegations he  
made  to the 
grievance 
committee,  Dr. Venuto 
included no stated charge that 
these activities were a factor in 
the tenure decision in his case.
 
Beyond this, it 
would be im-
proper, in my 
view, to make any 
further 
statement. It is university 
policy and my 
belief that the 
reasons for 
personnel  decisions 
should not be discussed
 publicly. 
Dr. John H. Bunzel 
SJSU President 











 B. Venuto, 
assistant professor of 
management, has with-
drawn from San 
Jose's
 
seven -way race for mayor. 
Venuto
 announced his 
withdrawal from the race 
Tuesday 
afternoon
 in a one-
paragraph statement. 





 needed to deal 
with the politician in 
myself," he said. 
"That 'politician' is now 
dead. Thank God. My need 
now is to serve 
in a different 
job capacity," he stated. 
Venuto recently was the 
subject of faculty grievance 
committee hearings. The 
professor was denied 
retention, promotion, and 
tenure for 1974-75 and ap-
pealed that decision to the 
committee. 
Venuto claimed that his 
political activities in San 
Jose, including his can-
didacy for mayor, were the 
reason behind SJSU 
President John Bunzel's 
final 
determination  that 
Venuto would not be 
retained. 
"That's the reason and 











 positions for fall 1974 have been
 reallocated among 
the various 
schools to reflect the decline in student 
enrollment, according to 
Dr.  Hobert Burns, academic vice 
president.
 
All but three schools 
or areas of the campus received fewer 
positions  than anticipated in the original 1974-75 
budget  
projections, according to the figures. 
The 
number
 of budgeted faculty positions is determined by 
the number of full time 
equivalent  students FTE ) enrolled 
at SJSU. One FTE is equal to a student 
taking
 15 units. 






 1974 with an expected student enrollment of 
21,350. 
Revised figures allocate 1,150 faculty positions for a 
projected 
enrollment  of 20,600 FTE students. 
The School of Education, previously given a negative .2 
change in allocation remained the same. 
A negative .2 position allocation would indicate a decrease 
in the amount
 of assigned time or a decrease in part time 
temporary help positions, said Burns. 












than budgeted for this 
year.  
Graduate studies and research, specifically the school of 
librarianship, received an increase in 
one  position because 
the 
enrollment  is up, according to Burns. 
The School of Social Work 
also  received an increase of 2.3 
positions. Burns explained that the school has a 
line item 
budget allocation where 
positions  are given directly to the 
school 








 by 7.25 positions. 
"There are still about
 20 positions not allocated 





Ten of these 
positions  will be allocated 
in terms of Com-
puter 
Assisted  Registration 
(CAR) demand. 
The other 10 will 
be
 saved for cases 
where a faculty 
member dies
 or must be replaced
 during the year. 
Burns said if enrollment
 does not reach 
20,200 FTE 
students, there 
may  be a "position 




If enrollment is 20,200
 then 22.2 faculty 
positions must be 










Procrastinate to your 
heart's content at the 
Activities Fairethe
 
weather is good and the 
entertainment is 
fascinating.  
Belly dancers gyrating 
and contracting to exotic 
Middle -Eastern music will 
start today's activities at 11 
a.m. 
on the lawn in front of 
the Student Services 
Office.  
Representatives  of the 
Physical 
Education  
Department will tumble, 
jump and balance, demon-




hand will be the 
,iapanese Fencing Team 
illustrating the








majors in the 
art 
quad will teach 
fly casting, 
explain




invite  you under 
a parachute 
to
 describe sky diving. 
Between 
the lawn and 
the 
























Socialist  claims Watergate 'not 
new' 
By Janet Parker 
"Watergate is not new," 
according to Olga 
Rodriguez, Socialist party 
candidate
 for California 
governor. 
"The only thing different is 
that it was Richard 
M.
 Nixon 
caught with his hand in the 
cookie jar," she said. 
Rodriguez, who claims the 
distinction of being
 the only 
female and the only Chicano 
in this state's gubernatorial 
primary, spoke to 
ap-
proximately 30 students in 


















"My party is leading the 
fight against these crooks 
that 
are now in power," 
Rodriguez said. 
She said the federal 
government has organized 
"frame up after frame up" 
against groups in this 
country leading the fights 
against racism, American 
imperialism, and other 
aspects of 
oppression. 
Rodriguez refered to 1967 
FBI memo asking FBI in-
vestigators to "pinpoint 
leaders in the Black  
revolution and 
neutralize  
them." She said the memo 
was distributed within the 
FBI and 





 raises new 
questions about 
the  U.S. 
government




Luther King, Malcolm 
X and 
other Black leaders in-
cluding Fred Hampton and 
Mark 
Clark,
 she said. 
"The FBI and the federal 
government have worked 
hand -in -hand with the police 
departments around this 
country" 
in
 crushing the 
leftist and racial
 
May 12 is 
Mothers  Day. 
Tell
 the greatest 
mother 
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San  AISe 
State
 








exp eeeee d 
herein are not necessarily those of 
the 
Associated








of journalism  and 
Advertising  Subscriptions ac 
,epted
 only on a 
remainder of 
Semester  
basis  Full 
academic
 
















movements,  Rodriquez 
said.  
She said what the 
Republican party 





Hotel in 1972 is 
"peanuts" 
compared to 
what  the 
federal government is doing 





killed  by racist 
police" under the guidance 
of the FBI, she
 claimed. 
According
 to Rodriquez, 
Watergate is at the root of 
the federal government 
oppression.
 It represents 
total 




She pointed out that the 
Socialist Party has filed a 
$27.3 million 




police agencies demanding 
damages for over 30 
years  of 
Correction  
Sheryl 
Petersen,  who won 
a lower 
division seat on the 
AS. council with 
692 votes, is 
a sophomore




recreation.  She was 
listed in 
yesterday's

















leftist  groups in 
this 
country.  
She said the FBI 
program  
of disruption 

























"Everything  to Nixon is a 
threat
 to national security,"
 
she said. "Truth 











elimination of the 
$100 
billion in national 
defense 
budget and 










wage  scale with 
cost
 of living 
increase
 provisions. 
 a minimum 




reduction  of 
the  work 
week  to four days 






































































A Robrt B. 
RedstitsiblArtin
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They would be 
replaced
 by units 
selected  
and controlled






pay  for 
women.
 
Judo Club which 
has been 







blocks  and kicks 
to the 
commands 












yesterday  along 
with

















 would be in 









































The Food r3azaar will have foods from 
around the world. 
The place is 7th St. (in front of the 
music 
building) 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
i T h e
 Dance will be held in the S.U. t3allroom. 
8 to 
midnight. 






































































sponsored by MECHA 
 
Ow 






























of the The 
Great  Gatsby" 
a visual treat
 as well as a 
realistic 
odyssey
 in time. 
Filmed  on 












$900,000  was 
allocated
 for jewelry
 alone to make
 the 
dazzling  Jazz 
Age
 parties glitter.
 Even the 
cast  extras are 
the
 real life 
residents  of 
Newport  
mansions.  
Douglas  Slocombe's 
outstanding 





 the era. 
But set amidst the 
oppulence and 
decadence  of the 
Roaring  
'20s, 
David  Merrick's $6 
million  production has 
a heavy 
messagethe 










activities  of 
unhappy











Alfred  Brendel, who has been 
performer  of 
uncommon musical gifts and vision," will appear in concert 
tonight at 8:15 in the 
SJSU Morris Dailey Auditorium. 
Student admission is $1 while the  general public will be 
charged
 $3 
Brendel has traveled the world playing at music festivals 
in Vienna, Warsaw, Athens and
 Edinburgh. 
Brendel has recently performed with the Cleveland 
Orchestra at the Blossom Festival, the Chicago Symphony at 








handicapped  child struggles for acceptance in "The 
Hope Dancers," an intense drama by Morton Wishengard 
that opens tonight at 8 in 
the SJSU Studio Theater. 
The  play "dramatizes the alienation of a husband 
and  wife 
whose beautiful daughter was 
born  with a slight defect," 
according to 
director  William Holliday. 
"Although the action 
takes  place at the turn of the cen-
tury," says Holliday, "the play
 is contemporary in that it 
deals with conflicts
 and problems that are valid
 today." 
Featured in the
 cast will be Joyce Atkins, Mark Freeman, 
Elizabeth 
Day and Kelly 
McLaughlin.  
Lighting will be handled by John Tuthill, costumes
 by 
Sammi 
Eskind and sound 
by
 Jim Halliday. 
The play is also 
scheduled for tomorrow
 and Saturday. 
Admission 
of
 $1 will be 
asked  at the door.
 
EXHIBIT OF UNIQUE ART 
The motivating 
force behind the 




 Favorito is 
"man's blatent 
stupidity  of not 
being
 able to 
comrnunciate."  
Classifying 

















 but the 
ants










 to the 





 is what 
his 




 very important 
what  the person does in 
the 
room," Favorito adds, he
 can 
either





drama  in 





















Gallery  II 
of
 




















 Olympia V.,  Won 
















The  delicately 
drawn
 character of 
Daisy Buchanan 
comes 
to life in 
Mia  Farrow. Clad 
in flowing white













for the role. 
Daisy's earthy 
husband  Tom is 
played





 spins the 
first strand in a 
web of deceit 
that 
will later claim 







 by the 
versatile
 Karen Black. 
This infidelity
 is unknown to 
Myrtle's  impoverished
 husband, 
played  with 
sensitivity  by Scott 
Wilson. 
Daisy's  friend 




Chiles,  is merely 
the




 are present in 
most of the other 
characters. 
Meanwhile, the 
newly rich Jay 
Gatsby  throws 
extravagant
 
parties  in the hopes 
that
 his first love, Daisy,
 will eventually 
appear at 
one  of them. Gatsby's 










Gatsby is a simple
 romantic at 
heart.  From humble 
beginnings,
 he has risen to 




can come true. Why
 then can't he be 
reunited with
 his beloved Daisy?
 
Daisy, on the other
 hand, has no such 
illusions.  Bored with 
the
 unfaithful Tom, she has 
learned
 to live farther and far-
ther from her 
own  emotions. Gatsby is 
merely
 a toy to oc-
cupy her
 otherwise  
dreary time.
 
Although the film is part of 
Hollywood's  nostalgic trend, 
the 
love depicted 
here  is different 
from that shown
 in "Love 
Story." It is somehow less 




Robert  Redford is miscast as Gatsby. 
He is 
professional as usual, but he cannot carry 
the somewhat 
corny lines demanded of him 
by Francis Ford Coppola's 
otherwise excellent script.
 
When their illicit trysts result in three
 deaths, Tom and 
Daisy simply retreat into their wealth and their "vast
 
carelessness" leaving Nick to pick 




















May  3, at 





of the Student 
Union. 
ALAN BATES in 







The critics are calling it 






 this third 
screen version 
of "The Great 




fatal flaws. Yet at times it 
has a surreal beauty that 
sustains the film against the 
occasionally 
brutal  heavy-
handedness of Clayton. 
"The Great Gatsby" is a 
world seen through white 
silk, in which entire rooms 
are decorated from rugs to 
curtains  in pristine white. 
The  white suits and dresses 
worn by the fashionable 
residents of 
East  Egg 
suggest at once the haughty 
superiority of the wealthy 
and a complete separation 
from the toiling masses. 
But the trappings of wealth 
are an elaborate facade that 
hides a 
menagerie  of hollow 
people; they are a dazzling 
illusion that 
eventually 




in Gatsby's life is his 




 With a 
devotion
 that strains 







 that he believes 
will bring Daisy 
to him, 
despite her 
marriage to Tom 
Buchanan. 
Yet, even when his wealth 




barrier between the 
Established
 rich and the 





know for "A Room at the 
Top," delights in long pan 
shots and lets his camera 
dwell lovingly on 
the period 
pieces in Gatsby's hotel -like 
mansion.  
The 
cinematography  is 
lush,
 and as opulent as the 
era it recreates. The movie 




Unfortunately, to add a 
touch  of the 
spectacle, 
Clayton overdoes the party 
sequences,  extending them 
far beyond what is required 
to set a mood for the story. 
At any
 moment one ex-
pects Fred Astaire to waltz 
down
 the stairs to join the 
dizzy crowds doing the
 
Charleston.  
And there are some 
serious problems with 
the  
aript
 done by Francis Ford 





Coppola takes many of the 
scenes, and most 
of the 
dialog, directly from the 






stilted conversations, but the 
real 
problems  arise when 
Coppola begins to add 
his 
own ideas. 
He takes the crucial first 
meeting between Gatsby
 and 
Nick Carraway and adds 
some 
effects  apparently left 
over from "The Godfather." 
Instead of the casual 
meeting envisioned 
by 
Fitzgerald, Coppola decided 
a menacing henchman who 
"escorts" Nick to Gatsby's 
room via a private elevator 




has  even tran-
sformed the perpetual
 party -
giver, Gatsby, into a 
neurotic being who does not 
attend his own parties, 
thereby making Gatsby even 
more remote and unreal 
than he was in Fitzgerald's 
mind. 
Lord knows Robert 
Redford's Gatsby is hard 
enough to swallow 
without 
any  additional obstacles. 
After 30 minutes of watching 
Redford play Gatsby like a 
pancake that 
failed  to rise, 





 film's premiere. 
Also badly miscast is the 
brittle Mia
 Farrow who 
brings to the role of Daisy 
Buchanan little of the 
necessary 
charm and 
strength, giving instead the 
BEA 





















  Preparabon tor tests reguored for adnuss,on to graduate schools 










 constantly updated 





experts  .n 
each  held 
 
Spectat
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In say area 
































THANK YOU, MASK MAN 
a Lenny Bruce




the film that ran for 3 continuous




 surreal pocket of World War I the British send Alan Bales into a 
highly unlikely, tiny French town to discover 
a bomb The townspeople 
have  fled and the inmates of the local asylum have taken their place The resulting 




 sequences on film When the reality of the returning armies 
breaks  the bubble and the inmates 
have 
returned to the asylum, we can really share Bates' confusion
 about which people are really insane In our opinion. 
KING  
OF HEARTS is a rare treat, funny and sad at 
the  same time Past audiences will vouch for this, and we know 
you will too 
In color & rinemascope
 
Gorgeous  new 35 mm 
print English subtitles 
VARSITY Show Times
 
Mon En 730 & it 
Sat & 
Son 5 45, 7 
50'it",
 








































and  Farrow 
to kiss 





























Karen Black is excellent 
as Myrtle Wilson,
 who, as 
Tom Buchanan's mistress, is 
able to temporarily trade her 
life above the garage for a 
fantasy world in New York 
City in which she can 
































on it by the direc-
tion and the script,
 it is due 
to 




even mangled movie ver-
sions, give us 
insight  into 
man's tragic facination with 
illusions, and 





























































Buy  the roll 







Artiste canvas is 
usually mad* of 
hemp,  jute, flax or 
cotton, The
 extra 
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University  of California 
tennis team was 
giving the 
Spartan
 team a real 
bad time coach 
Butch 
Krikorian  announced 
that his team will 
add  two out-
standing JC 
transfers
 next year. 
John Hursh 
of Canada College 
in Redwood City 
and 
Hank 
Pfister  of Bakersfield 
are  coming to the 
Spartan  
campus next season





was last year's state
 JC champion and 
Pfister 
is the current
 titlest at the big 
JC
 meet in Ojai. 
In
 the meantime this 
year's  team was going 
down  to 
the Bears 9-0 
in
 a rather dubious 
warmup for this 
weekend's 
conference championships
 in Long Beach.
 
The  only Spartan to 
win  a set was Joe 
Meyers  in the 
No.  4 singles. He won 
the first set 6-2 over
 Chris Sylvan 
but then dropped
 the next two 
6-2, 6-0 to join 
his 
teammates
 in defeat. 
Cal ace Trey 
Waltke
 had little trouble
 with No. 1 
Spartan 
Andy  Moffat 6-3, 
6-1.  Bob Hansen 
the
 No. 2 
Spartan,
 had a little better
 match with 
Peter  Campbell 
but the results 





 6-3 to Cal's Doug
 King, Tony 
:.: 
Yvanovich  fell to 
Steve  Bartlett 6-2, 
6-1  and Bruce 
Antal lost to Manuel
 Casteneda 6-1, 




doubles  were no different
 as the same players 
teamed
 up in three 
matches






6-1 and 6-2, 6-3. 
The 
next
 and only match
 left for the 
Spartans
 is the 
PCAA finals 
in
 Long Beach this 
weekend,  where they 
figure 
to battle Long Beach









Tickets for the San Jose 
ivitational Saturday are
 
vailable at the Inter-
illegiate Athletic Office 
day. Reserved seats are $.4. 
.udent tickets ($1.50) will 






 been new 
but it was the
 
Spartababes
 of old 
that 
flattened  

















 in the 
season, the 
Spartababes 
swept  two 
games
 from St. 
Mary's




important  was the 
fact 
that the dual 
victory 
moved 
the  junior varsity 
baseball team 
to within one 
game




League  title. 
With only one game 
remaining, a make-up 
game 
against 
U.C.  Berkeley 
which
 
has yet to be scheduled,
 the 
Spartababes could assure 
themselves
 of at least a 
share of 
the  pennant with a 
win over the Bears. 
Two losses by either 
Stanford or 
Santa  Clara, the 
two teams
 chasing SJSU 
for 
the junior 
varsity  crown, 
would give the Spartababes 






has  four games 
remaining; Santa 
Clara has 
10 games left. 































 were the 
same. 































































I Get it on with the sounds




 wine, or refreshing cocktail 
I 
I 
$1.00  Cover 
1 










 for people 
who 
use spit 
on their contact 
lenses.
 





Like  the time it 
takes for 
proper lens 
care  And the 
cost of dif-
ferent  solutions. 
But in the long 
run 
you 










uncomfortable  and 
bother you.
 You may even
 get an eye 









all- in -one 
contact lens 







does it all. Total 
wets,  soaks, cleans. 
and cushions. And you only have to 
use a single solution to get the whole 
job done.
 
There's a free,  fresh lens case 
every time you buy Total  And we're 
so sure you'll like Total' that we'll 
give you your second
 bottle
 tree lust 
send a Total boxtop with your name, 
address and college name 
to: Total. Allergan 
Pharmaceuticals, 2525 
Dupont Drive, Irvine. 





The  easy 
way  to 
care 
for your contacts. 










Carrillo  had 
nothing











first  base. 
Besides the
 three 




mistake was a 
fastball to 
Dennis 
Henneberry  that 
the  
St. Mary's 
catcher  drilled 
into left




Henneberry  died 
there. 
The rest










 in the second
 
game.  The 
Spartababe  
fireballer
 gave up three 
hits, 
two of those 




















cracked  a two
-run 
homer in the 
first game, 
Dave 
Harris  slashed a 
triple  
and had three 
RBI's in the 
second 
game, 




hits in the sweep.
 





tried  player -
coach  Robert McGinness in 
the  first game. 
St. Mary's 
might as 
well have sent the 
scorekeeper to the 
mound.  
McGinness couldn't even 
find the plate, 
no
 less the 
strike





 AND GALS -join 
a college age 
ballet class 






 dancers Small classes, 
individual
 attention Beverly 
Eutrazia 




Ave  Berkeley, Ca 94705 
Be a New 
Age  Shopper 











for lunch & 
dinner























 edhon  Spartan Bookstore 





technique and relating 
in caring 
manner




















SWEEPING  COLLEGE 
CAMPUSES  
Berkman's "The Prophit". "a 
cleverly
 eloquent and humorous 
critique









publ . W 
Kushner, 1335 N 
Baker. 














programs  in 
Clinical
 








 information write to Or 
C S 
Wallia,  2251 
Yale
 Sr . Palo Alto, 
CA 95306 
FRIDAY FLICKS presents "Sounder" 
Starring
 
Cicely Tyson & 
Tairnahai  
"It is a missing chapter from 
the 
grapes of wrath
 and of equal 
stature 
May  3rd 7 
& 10 pm 
at 





Sal May 4th A CM 
NAV 
Rallye  Start al San Jose 
Parkview gym on N 
First  St & 
Skyport between 5 30 8 30 pm 
Fur
 classes Cost 13 
Bring this ad 
for 
SI












will  be on 
campus 





Pm of the Student 
Union
 
















 ED OF BEING RIPPED OFF '7 
Call CSIS. originators of 
Student
 
Auto insurance Lowest 
Rates  No 
Student 
refused
 Call 289 
8681  or stop 
by 
404  So led 
St
 
Second  floor 13rd 











 GPA low non smoker 
rates als0 Call days 94 0223 
runs  in a five-run 
Spar-
tababe fourth then
 gave up a 
double to 
Phil  Eads that 
keyed a 
three -run fifth 
in-
ning that put the 
game out of 
reach. 
Head coach
 Sam Piraro 
knows a good thing when 
he
 
sees one so when his batting 
order  ripped the Gaels in the 
first game, he 
went
 with the 
same line-up again in 
the 
second,
 and got almost 
identical 
results.  
Despite the timely hits, 
there 
was no big hero in the 
doubleheader victory. 
Peryam
 sparked the 18 -hit 




and  five RBIs. 
Harris added 
three  singles 
and 
a triple, Tim 
Connolly 
had a single arid a double, 
John 
Wolff  crashed three 
singles and drove in 
three  
runs, and  Alan 
Stokes and 
Doug Drew each added a 





discouragirq, evening was 







-four but could 
have 
done




Remember a loved one's Birthday. Spartan Daily 
Classified 277-3175. 
CoUrses  in ARTS and SCIENCES 
6 week sessions and 3 week sessions 
Special Programs in 
DANCE 










Two of his outs to 
deep 
leftfield would have been 
home runs at Spartan 
diamond. But there is no out 
of bounds in 
left field on the 
practice




at least 1,000 feet 
from home plate. 
Ronald
 A irtt 
liord 
ASSOCiateS Inc pleSents 













 So. lt3 
SO, TS 















invites  you to 
a fiesta lunch 
Bring
 this 
COUPON  to: 
Taco La Paz 
380 E. Santa Clara 
On the corner of 
9th  and Santa Clara, 
one block 






































IRON ON TRANSFERS 75 cents 
IMPORTED WALKING CANES 





ONE BLOCK FROM THE 
















VS. PS. R and H 
auto, 





















 before 3 pm or after 12 
am 
CHARMING LAB nne puppies 10 wks 




 Complete w 
auto
 trans S275 
751 
3621  or 779 
4038 
DIRT BIKE 1971 KAWASAKI 350 Big 
Horn 
Rebuilt




































benefits Transportation  
refs 
req. HOUSE 
PAREN TS PLAN, 3424 
Rambo... Dr Palo 












 Set 4 
27 II 






 1 blk from
 intersection of 
Camden 8. 
Branham across from the 
Blue Chip 
Stamp store 267 
5060 





 Over 21 Call 297 
9908 
After 4 p m 
No
 experience 












MANAGER NEEDED for 12 unit apt.. 
on 23rd St near 
S Clara Choice of 1 
bdrm IS135) or 2 
ocirm  32001 Will 
reduce
 rent $80





 or 567 
9642
 
CAMP SHALOM. Day Camp 
ljuly  2 
Aug 231 
Wanted  
male  Sr Counselor 
and part lime 
water  director W S I 
a must' Experience in camping 
5900 5600 
Call 267 31553 
WOULDN'T YOU 
RATHER
 WORK IN 
HAWAII THIS SUMMER? For 
information and
 application
 send 52 










PROBLEMS?  SEE AUTO 
TECH.  









, color  to,
 Call Ann 923 
Foreign
 




8. NOM end 
align  
men, Open Sal 
Bring this ad for . 
discount 
2973690 798





you Soo auto repairs 
Major  
repairs
 on foreign  cars 
Minor  only 
on American cars
 Ex VW tune up 
$22 total, all work guaranteed 
STEVE 
GEDDES 275 0927 
FOR SALE 
SAVE THIS AD  
Most





 components available 
a, dealer cost 




 discounts available  on 
guaranteed
 used equipment Lowest 
prices in the 
Bay Area Call









grand piano, inside courtyard,
 kit 
color tv. ping pong, linen & maid 
ser v 
pr
 iv parking S79 c0 share: 






























Color TV, Kit  prly, Parking 19 
SO
 
share. 25 single 








rooms,  wall to 
wall 






















ALSO  468 S eth St S65 mo 550 
shared 
Kitchen pre, 292 4552 Check 
our 
summer  rates  
THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR 
YOU! 
Dark
 wooden interior 3 
bdrm 
315th 
turn. yard Whereat' St John 




 APT. Own room
 
585 
Bike, bus to SJSU Quiet Grad Up 
Div
 Female non 
smoker Helen 269 
3077 or 294 1025 
PVT 
RM. In 



























Aug 15 Call 










 Single rooms 
Kitchen 
priv 
clean  & quiet atmosphere  
Available now 
617 S 6th 
St

















wish to move 
in i0On as 
Possible
 
Kalhi 591 0932 













Tradewinds  Apts Reserve
 NOW, 
288 7474 or 
292 4059 
- . 
OFFICE  OR STUDIO )blk 
SJSU S55 
Own 
entrance,  toilet, darkroom
 NO 
kit or shower Leave 
phone no for 
P H King Hunamities  
Dept 
or call 
287 8437 before 9 pm 
BORM APT torn,
 outside deck, 
td 
block campus S120 II S 4 SI. Leave 
phone 
no
 for P H King Humanities
 














 Call 967 
OW 
LOST Mar ,13 Norwegian
 Elkhound
 
male 6 mo 
S.I Blk pointed
 ears,  
curled 
tail Isms Kees) needs 
Med 




 shep blk tan w 










 I 111, 
Iive
 










 2.75 2.90 
3.00 
5  lines 2,50 3.00 
3.25 3.40 3.50 
6 lines 3.00 3.50 





























































Seen at 7 
00 pm Wed Apr
 24th in 
BBO
 





 love yOu 
Note
 




















offered in exchange 
for kindness & 






 HAIR REMOVED 
PERMANENTLY  by Licenced
 and 
Eiiperienced 
Electrolosost  Located 
off S Bascom 
Ave Renee Towers. 
295 5911 
HELP WANTED Are you looking 
for a 
young, intelligent woman 10 cook 
your meals, clean your house and 
bear your 
Children,  in exchange for 




 Close to 
Campus 













Ave Telephone 356 4248 
LOS Gatos 
WEDDING  PHOTOGRAPHY Gene, 
All Natural color, photography for 
your
 
wedding You keep all photos 
taken
 plus the original negatives 
and a tree while embossed album . 
Budget priced for 
highest  qualify 



















 off florist prices 12 
yes exp Discount
 Flowers 996 1252 
















Photo  on a 
sheer of 100 
stamps 
Gummed  & 
Perforated
 Only 53 00 Stick
 on 
resumes,
 letters etc Write PHOTO 
STAMPS, 1601 Orchard View Dr 
S J . Ca. 95124 or call 266.15713 










 78 pm or 794 
1025
 aft
















HIGH guaidy wedding 
photography  
for 













choice.  full set of 
slides BRIDE
 KEEPS ALL 
NEGATIVES  Extra full 
color
 




















or 257 3161 




















 6 wks 
Europe 
Contact
 Barbara Nevins 
Student Services  




  AFRICA 
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR 
ROUND CONTACT ISCA, 11687 
San 
Vicente Blycl Apt No 
4 L A 
Calif 90149









young with TWA" Your TWA 
Campus 
Representative  Bill 
CrawfOrd 225 7262 can help you 
make
 your GET AWAY Fiy al 11 
per  
en,
 off with TWA 
Youth 
paSSpor & 
lake op to 
74 months to pay 
with a 
PEE











 796 6600 

















Services  West 
235 East
 St 
Clara. No 710 or 
phone  787 8301  
5109. 
CHARTER
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to fix it, 
and what 
It will 
cost you. A 
committment































varsity baseball team's 
pitching and
 defense fell 
apart Tuesday night
 as the 
Spartans lost an 
8-6  non-
league decision to 
St. Mary's 
at Municipal Stadium. 
Monday,
 the Spartans 
hammered 
14 hits and scored 
11 runs against the
 No. 6 
ranked Broncos,
 but pitching 
lapses with two outs and four 
SJSU errors contributed to 
the defeat Tuesday. 
The biggest pitching lapse 
came in the 
sixth inning 





don -Forbes walked Tim 
Burke,




 that caromed 
off the third base bag. Paul 
Gilmartin  followed with a 
sinking
 line drive to left that 
eluded Dan Mays 
and went 
all the 
way to the 
wall.  
Gilmartin
 got to third and 
scored when Mays bobbled 
the ball for an error. 
Thret. other 
Gaels  runs 
came 
with  two outs, the 
first  
being  in the 
third  inning 
when 
reliever  Don Orndorff, 




three  consecutive 
batters 
to
































































































































SPIN ROOS! BAIT 
CAST 1009 
SUN 
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SUNDAY"    
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A pair of errors 
by
 Spartan 
first baseman Dave 
Ius  
handed St. 
Mary's a run in 






out single to Ken 
Bell in the 
seventh 
for the final














down  at all when 
there 









 like against St. 
Mary's, they 
were  terrible," 
he added. 
Earlier in the
 season it was 
the  hitters 
who










hits and six runs, but inef-
fective 
outings
 by all four 
pitchers 
nullified  the hitting 
contributions. 
Even though the four SJSU 
errors led to two unearned 
runs, the Gaels, who 
previosly lost to the Spartans 
11-2, were just as generous 
and 
handed  the home team 




Gingrich gave up a pair of 
runs in the top of the first, 
the Spartnas took advantage
 
of a Gaels error to kscore 





lead off the frame, and after 
a strike out, Dennis
 Smith 
grounded into a force play, 
but the relay
 to first was wild 
and Smith took second. Bill 
Espino then singled in the 
With the score 3-1 , SJSU 
tied the game 
in the last of 
the third.
 A pair of walks to 
Steve Macchi 
and Mark 












run. After two 
outs, a single 
by Smith tied teh contest. 
The Spartans 
took a 5-4 
advantage in the fifth frame, 
when th;)y loaded the bases 
on an infield hit by Smith, a 
walk
 to Tony Lupina, 
who  
replaced Espino at catcher,
 
and a hit by pitch to Dave 
Ius. 
A muffed ground
 ball by 
Gaels first 
baseman  Gil-
martin let two runners score 
to give SJSU the lead. 
The final Spartan run 
came when Mark Kettman 
doubled off the left field 
fence to score






















Led by singles star Kathy 
Segretto's  6-2, 6-1 blitz of 
former Spartan Pam Byr-
nes, the 
San Jose women won 
every set played and moved 
closer to the 





"With all the rainouts the 
league
 is still all 
up
 in the 





Student  tickets 
for the 
home games 
of the San Jose 
Earthquakes,  


















are  $2 for reserved





prices  are $3.25 
for 
reserved  seats and




home  opener 
will  be on 
May 11 





purchased  up 
to the day 
before 
the game. 
Linquiat. Many rescheduled 
matches will be played at 
San Jose including 
University of Pacific 
Tuesday 
and Santa Clara 
next
 Thursday. 
Julie Garcia, who seems to 
change with Segretto for the 
No. 1 spot each week, won 
the No. 2 
singles
 match for 
the Spartans 
6-1,6-0
 over San 
Francisco's Abbey
 Jeung. 
Kit Crawley took Millie 
Slocum 6-2, 6-1 
to complete 
the singles sweep for SJSU  
The doubles were no dif-
ferent as Madeline Garospe 
and Maureen Kennedy took 
the No. I match 6-2, 6-1 over 




 Farrell and Jana 
Ham 
kept things going 
for 
the Spartans
 as they lost only 
one
 game to win 6-1, 6-0 
against Jo 






and  Kim 
Muller had the same good 
fortune over Melinda 
Walls  
and Pat 
Ellis with another 6-
1, 6-0 victory. 
The matches
 on Tuesday 
and Thursday will be at 3 
p.m. and as coach 
Linguist  
puts it, "every game is 
crucial." 
The team will be in 
Stockton 
this weekend to 
play in the 






COUNSELING  CENTER 
You've Got 
Problems? 
Hassling with classes? 
Uptight with people and self? 
Frustrated? Down? 
Or just want someone to listen? 
We've Got
 Black Peer Counselors
 
Everything 
is hush! hush! 
Stop on by 






Despite the 12 hits the 
Spartans left 14 men on base 
in the game. The loss 
dropped their overall 
record 
to 19-21. 
Wally Taylor and Bill 
Espino both struck out with 
the bases loaded in the 
second 
inning to  thwarts
 big 
Spartan inning. Macchi also 
flew out with two on and two 
out 
in the fifth after SJSU 
had scored twice. 
Even though
 we left a lot of 
men  on base, I think we 
got 




 but the hurlers just 
didn't come 







non-league contest for th 
Spartans








Association play. SJSU is 















 action agains 
second place San 
Diego  Stat 
in the border 
city. The te 
will  play a single 
gam 
Friday at 
2:30  p.m. and 
face off for a 
doubleheade  
Saturday























AQUINO  RD. 
CAMPBELL, CALIF. 374-5200 
coupon plus




























   S3.00 
each 
Students 
&I  Senior Citizens
 . .   S2.00 
each  
Special
 group rates 
































New  Earth. Also in 




In a natural stride, 
weight 
moves  from the 
heel, along 
the 




 across to the 
big toe, 
which  springs you 
off 
on your next step.
 Roots 
rocker sole
 helps this shift
 in 
weight,  making 
every  foot-
step just a little






 be a 
real 
arch -enemy.
 And fallen 
arches 


















Alto Ca. 94301 
 
Recessed Heel 
Walk on sand and your heel 







walking, most of your weight 





shoes -tilt you forward 
and change your basic pos-
ture. In 
Roots,  your heel sinks 
into a comfortable recess, 
giving you a natural 
walk  on 
any kind of surface. 
City
 
feet  
need
 
Roots.
 
